CELLACTIVE® – CARBON NEUTRAL ESSENTIAL CELL BOOST
Sustainability meets efficacy

JANUARY 2019: RAHN INTRODUCES CELLACTIVE®, THE FIRST CARBON-NEUTRAL NUTRIBOOSTER FOR SKIN AND HAIR.

A healthy lifestyle paired with an increasing awareness of the need for sustainable and responsible consumption of resources is part of the outlook of today's consumers. They are in the know about health and ecological aspects of their nutrition and they believe in cosmetics that recalibrate skin processes in a way that the skin can help itself.

The microalga *Chlorella vulgaris* and the white lupin are well known sources of valuable nutritional building blocks such as amino acids, proteins and carbohydrates. Both superfoods are combined together in CELLACTIVE®, the carbon-neutral essential cell boost factor for skin and hair.

The active ingredient promotes the integrity of the integumentary system at two levels: in the epidermis, it stimulates the production of adhesion proteins in order to improve cellular cohesion. Furthermore, it triggers the production of multiple extracellular matrix components in the dermis and helps skin to quickly regain its firmness and elasticity.

Hair also benefits from the use of CELLACTIVE®: it encourages the longevity of hair follicles thanks to invigorated cellular cohesion and improves hair quality parameters such as the anti-static effect and structure.

Thanks to a dedicated carbon footprint calculation, CELLACTIVE® paves the way for a new generation of climate-neutral cosmetic active ingredients with excellent transparency across their whole supply chain while assumption of social responsibility compensates for any unavoidable emissions.

CELLATIVE® is conform to COSMOS and Ecocert and certified by Natrue.

**Efficacy**

- Serves as a serum for keratinocytes activity
- Improves cell cohesion
- Promotes ECM integrity

- Serves as a serum for hair follicles (*ex-vivo* study)
- Improves quality of damaged hair (*ex-vivo* study)
- Provides firm and elastic skin

For further information, please contact cosmetics@rahn-group.com
About RAHN

RAHN GROUP
SPECIALISING IN MARKET-ORIENTATED COSMETIC ACTIVE SUBSTANCES SINCE 1999

RAHN AG is a financially independent Swiss family company with three business areas, Cosmetics, EnergyCuring and Scent&Taste. RAHN AG has been a key player in the international marketplace since 75 years and has more recently grown into an internationally acclaimed expert in the development and sale of speciality chemicals.

In 1999 RAHN launched its own cleverly devised RAHN-Cosmetic Actives for use in a variety of applications.

RAHN-COSMETIC ACTIVES
A HOLISTIC PLATFORM SATISFYING INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS

We at RAHN speak the language of cosmetic science and strive to generate new inspiration for our customers. This message is reflected in RAHN-Cosmetic Actives where we recognise and harness the potential of nature, whilst combining it with modern technology to generate market-orientated, tried and tested active concepts. Constantly at the cutting edge of skin biology, we transform our scientifically proven systems into cosmetic statements. With its extensive platform, RAHN-Cosmetic Actives is capable of meeting a wide range of customer requirements be it in terms of marketing, science, product development or product safety.

UNCOMPLICATED CUSTOMER SERVICE – SECOND NATURE TO US!

Our customers are at the very heart of our business and we recognise the importance of responding swiftly to customer requests to offer workable solutions. The documentation for RAHN-Cosmetic Actives is comprehensive and practical. Our customers are delighted to use the intelligent trade names on their cosmetic packaging to further enhance pack claims. We are also equipped to deal with formulation problems in our technical applications laboratory as well as providing a wide range of tailor-made, state-of-the-art formulations.
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DISCLAIMER
Utilisation of this document or parts thereof as well as product names for commercial or industrial applications is subject to explicit written approval by RAHN AG. This information is based on our own experience to date and we believe it to be reliable. It is intended only as a guide to use at your discretion and risk. We cannot guarantee favourable results and assume no liability in connection with its use, or the use of the methods or products described. None of this information is to be taken as a license to operate under, or a recommendation to infringe patents.
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